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ABSTRACT

This document will examine the work ... AndPoints North by Stuart
Saunders Smith in an effort to reveal its musical influences and to demonstrate that
the work poses unique perfomiance and interpretive challenges to the performing
percussionist.
...And Points North is a three movement work for solo percussionist/narrator
which lasts approximately fifteen minutes. The piece requires the soloist to
perform on an unusual array of percussion instruments, sing wordless melodies, and
recite poems in the English and an American Indian language (Passamaquoddy).
This document is divided into two parts. Part I will explore Smith's musical
influences. Part II is a detailed performer's guide oi ...And Points North.
Part I begins with a brief biography of Stuan Saunders Smith.
Following this, four compositional influences on his musical output will be
examined. These influences are: the landscape of Maine, his love of drumming, the
style of Free Jazz, and sound poetry. The manner in which these concepts
influence Smith's compositional style will first be demonstrated. Then, the direct
effect that the above influences have on ...AndPoints North will be shown.
Part II of this paper will address the performance and interpretive challenges
inherent in ...AndPoints North. First, the logistical concerns for the piece will be

10

examined. Explored in Chapters 7, 8, and 9 are the selection and construction of the
instruments needed for each movement. Detailed guidelines are given for choosing
and building the instruments requested in the score. Also discussed are the mallets
chosen for each movement. In Chapter 10, the placement of each instrument, setup
for each movement, and entire stage configuration will be examined. Finally, in
Chapter 11, solutions will be offered for the technically and musically challenging
passages in the score.
Throughout the text, I offer my interpretive suggestions for the preparation
and performance of the work. The technical and musical guidelines described in the
text are my personal solutions and should not be construed as the only possible
interpretation. Performers should feel firee to cultivate their own individual
approach to ...AndPoints North.
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PARTI
CHAPTER I
STUART SAUNDERS SMITH

Stuart Saunders Smith (1948- ) is a unique voice in contemporary American
music. His diverse musical output is rich, with a peerless sense of organized sound
coupled with a clear insight into the creative process. American composer Milton
Babbitt has stated, "Stuart Smith is one of those rare musicians who not only hears
a different drummer, but is-himself-that drummer."'
Smith received his B.M.A. (1972) and M.M. (1973) from Hartt College of
Music and his D M. A. (1977) from the University of IIHnois in Urbana. His
composition teachers at Illinois were Herbert Briin, Ben Johnston, and Salvatore
Martirano. It was at the University oi Illinois where his early vibraphone works.
Links, Links No. 2, Links Mo. 3, and his mobiles. Faces and Gifts, were composed
and first performed.^ In 1976, Stuart Smith became Professor of Music at the
University of Maryland-Baltimore County; a position he still holds today.

' "O.O. #31 Wind in the Channel: Stiian Saunders Smith" (online, internet, n.d.), Nov.
11,1997, http:/'www.hear.com/o.o./oo31.html.
" John P. Welsh, The .Vfusic of Stuart Saunders Smith (New \'ork: Excelsior Music
Publishing Company, 1995), p. xxix.
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He served as Executive Editor of Percussion Notes Research Edition from 1982 to
1984 and has published numerous articles in journals such as Perspectives of New
Music, Percussive Notes, zivA International Synergy Journal.
Smith's works stylistically include, but are not limited to, open-form
compositions (mobiles), radio music, trans-media performance systems (work
performable by any artist), solo percussion music, and solo mini-operas. While
extremely diverse in content, each work shares a common bond of organicism and
reveals Smith's interest in the "psychology of performance".^ He views his
compositions as an impetus for human change; not only for the audience but also
for the composer and performers. Of this personal transformation. Smith states:

...it is our life and as soon as we see cur life as the
possibilities of change, the possibilities of getting out of our personal
prisons, and personal hells—then we move. That's what this new
music means, it's moving. Not moving people, like this piece moved
me emotionally. You engage people. You help people move along.

Smith's works are challenging not only for the performer but also for the
listener. Smith consciously composes with the forethought to have his works be

^ Hayden Porter. "Smart Saunders Smith" (online, internet, June 3. 1997), Nov. 11. 1997,
http;/1 www.uakioa.edu/ssma/composers/Smith.shtml.
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physically and aurally challenging as a means of "moving" the performer and
listener to a new understanding. Smith states:

The music I am interested in composing resists memory. For
once a composition is in the memory-once it is totally learned-then
it is over-it is lost. The message, once it is understood, is lost. It is
no longer a message; it has become a fact-a vocabulary word to be
called up. Music which resists memory lives longer than music
easily remembered. I try to compose memory-resistant music by
making it as different from the norm as possible."*

Supporting this claim is percussionist Allen Otte of The Percussion
Group/Cincinnati. Commenting on Links No. 5 (Sitting on the Edge of Nothing)
which was written for and premiered by the group. Alien states:

What I like about Links No. 5 is that it is unlikable.
It has great resistance.
I think it was difficult to compose. It was difficult to learn and
difficult to perform. I think it is difficult for any listener. The piece
resisted and continues to resist all of us each step of the way, but
without ever completely withdrawing its invitation for us to pay
attention.^

Welsh, op. cit., p. 315.

' Ibid., p.

311.

Fig. 1.1 Links No. 5 (Sitting on the Edge of Nothing)
Copyright SI987 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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Stuart Smith's pieces are influenced by four main experiences of his early
musical life; growing up in Portland, Maine; his experiences as a drummer; the
musical styles of free jazz; and the genre of sound poetry. This amalgam of
influences does not produce a shallow rehashing of past musical styles. Smith does
not merely recycle; he reinvents, redefines, releams. He combines these elements
into a unique musical language of his own. Of Smith, Milton Babbitt has said, ". . .he
has forged a personalized seamless musical compound, a vast collection of
awareness fiised into a unified, single, and singular vision in which the individual
sources retain little of their literal characteristics."^ All of his works can find their
roots in one or more of these sources. ...And Points North, in particular, owes its
existence to all four of the above-mentioned influences.
In the following four chapters, these four musical influences and their
impact on his works will be examined. In Chapter 6, the effect of these concepts on
...AndPoints North will be examined.

" Ibid., p. .xiii.
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CHAPTER n
MAINE

"I believe that we all have a story from within our own little
world that we would like to share with others, hoping that it will be
interesting and entertaining to them. ^
Alton Stuart (Author, logger, trapper
and Maine guide; grandfather of
Stuart Saunders Smith)

Bom in Portland, Maine on March 16, 1948,^ Smith's first and most
pervasive impressions of life were that of the open, green, often cold expanse of
Maine. Smith spent his childhood roaming the hills of Portland and has never
forgotten the sprawling beauty of the region. Several of his titles are still-lifes of
the Maine landscape: Hawk (for solo oboe), Pinetop (for solo piano). Thaw (for
solo glockenspiel), and ...AndPoints North (for solo percussionist-narrator). These
works show a strong bond between the composer and the northeastern United
States.

' .\lton Stuart, Pierce Hill (South Portland, Maine: Pilot Press, Inc., n.d.) n.p., quoted in
John P. Welsh, The Music of Stuart Saunders Smith (New York: Excelsior Music Publishing
Company, 1995), p. \i.
• Welsh, op. cit., p. .x.\iv.
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Many of his works reflect the sense of isolation; of the cold, quiet forests
and tundra of Maine. Smith almost exclusively writes for small chamber or solo
musical forces which enable him to create clear, "naked" textures that are seemingly
as brittle and as translucent as a shallow frozen pond. His complex, counterpuntal
melodies are most eflfective when Smith confines himself to ensembles generally no
larger than a quartet or trio. Many of his compositions are for solo instruments.
Of his works to date, only A Vietnam Memorial is scored for an ensemble larger
than a quartet.

The stark texture of which Smith is fond is also exemplified through his
choice of sounds in his works for solo percussion. He often scores these works for
a limited number of simple, usually "found" instruments. In Songs I-IX for solo
percussionist-actor. Smith instructs the performer to play a jug of water, frying
pans, a bag of broken glass, and other objects which would normally pass for
common household items or even refuse. This use of a limited number of simple
sounds is described by Smith as "percussion ecology."^ In his opinion, limiting the
number of timbres offers the performer and audience a richer musical experience.
Of this. Smith states.

' Stuart Saunders Smith. "Percussion Ecology-Doing More with Less—Music for a Small
Planet." Percussive Notes. 32. no. 1 (February 1994), pp. 62-63.
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The fact is that there is a huge multiplicity of color variations
on any single percussion instrument. To mix too many together
with insensitive timing is a ridiculous waste of color, and often a
negation of timbral diversity. Variety comes from limitation."*

The wildness of Maine is also loved and celebrated in Stuart Smith's music.
His works often reflect an organic unpredictability; that of a growing, unchecked
garden. Commenting on his fondness for the chaos and unruliness of nature. Smith
mused in his keynote address for the 1992 New Music/Research Day at the
Percussive Arts Society International Convention in New Orleans, Louisiana;

In the late summer of 1991 the family lawnmower died of old
age and long neglect. Sylvia and I knew new life could spring forth
from this simple household incident.
Here are the facts we squarely faced: We hate mowing lawns;
we hate lawns; and we hate the sound, smell, and look of
lawnmowers; we do love the woods.
So without hesitation we decided no more lawnmower—that
rotating guillotine maintainer of vegetable decorum—that instrument
of front yard crewcuts.
We immediately began planting every species of plant-life
we could get our hands on; ground covers of various kinds, and all
manner of flowers, trees, and bushes.
We gave in to our lot. We let our yard grow its own
dimension—its own sense of place.
Soon birds, small mammals, and a snake or two moved in
with us.
Now our yard is dense with life, an ever-changing land
•* Ibid., p. 62.
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escaping from the suburbs into the woods. Our yard contains us, but
no longer is contained by us. Our yard is our measure; we, no longer
its measure.'

This acceptance of the chaos of nature can be witnessed in many of
Smith's scores. Wildly turning melodies intertwine with one another, creating
unforeseen patterns of organicism reminiscent of wild foliage turning over on one
another. Smith's works take abrupt musical shifts; quickly changing moods phrase
direction. "Interruptions are themselves interrupted."^ An example of this
technique can be seen in the piano solo, Aussie Blue (1985). Here, Smith's randomsounding melodies bend around each other, forming a wildly counterpuntal texture.
This texture is often disturbed by a sudden change in tempo (perceived or real),
register, or relative rhythmic activity.

' Stuart Saunders Smith, ".A.gaiiist DefinitioQ (1992)," Perspectives in New Music, 32.
no. I (Winter 1994): pp. 21-4-218.
" Welsh, op. cit.. p. 297.

//
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Fig. 2.1 Aussie Blue (for solo piano) mm. 15-23.
Copyright © 1985 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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CHAPTER m
DRUMMING

"Roaming the hillsides of Portland, Maine with his snare dmm. Smith began
his life as a percussionist at age six."' To this day, he considers himself first and
foremost a drummer. Smith writes in the forward to The Noble Snare (a collection
of snare drum solos compiled and edited by Smith):

My first intensely musical experience was when I was about
five years old. I was at a fiiend's house and his older brother came
out with a snare drum. He said, "Listen to this," and commenced to
play a roll. The sound was so beautifiil that tears fell down my
cheeks. I began to play the snare drum when I was six. I have never
really stopped. The snare drum still holds a special place in my
heart. In fact, my own music has the memory of the snare drum at
its rhythmic core.^

His love for the snare drum has become a love for the physical aspects of
performance. The physical act of playing, the sensation of touching his drum, is at
the core of all of his music. In his keynote address at the 1988 Percussive Arts
Society International Convention Research Symposium, Smith states.

' John P. Welsh, The Music ofStuarl Saunders Smith (New York: Excelsior .Vlusic
Publishing Company, 1995), p. .txvi.
" Stuart Saunders Smith, "Forward," The Noble Snare (Baltimore; Sonic .Art Editions,
1988).
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When I play my snare drum my touch makes it vibrate. My
touch is always different, uneven, fiill of varying nuance. My touch
interacts with the material world and is mirrored in a very tangible
sound which is of me, by me...me. I am that touch traced in sound.
The snare drum is quite finite in its sonic potentials. Because
of this the listener can quickly learn its timbral range. Once the
listener is acclimated to the sound of an instrument, the focus of the
listening experience is in the actual playing (touching) and the
"music," which is far more then the mere sound of an instrument.^
,
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Fig. 3.1 The Noble Snare mm. 85-105.
Copyright © 1988 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
^ Stuart Saunders Smith. 'Thinking on Tools; Touching my Trade: or The Touch in Time
is Mine." Percussive Notes,
no. 8 (December 1993); pp. 74-79.
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This kinetic approach to music making has a profound impact on Smith's
compositions. The act of touching the instrument is of paramount importance to
Smith. He plays the piece as he composes it as a way of "feeling" his way through
the work. He wants to understand the music not only as a composer, but also as a
performer. Composing his music in this manner "gives body to the music.'"*
With Smith's love for the physicaiity of performance, naturally he was
drawn to the drums and percussion as a vehicle for his musical ideas. The snare
drum and drum set became his preferred means of expression; a way for his musical
ideas to be conveyed physically. By far, the bulk of his compositions are for
percussion solos, percussion ensembles, or mixed ensembles which include
percussion.
Stuart Smith approaches his music for drums in the same maimer as his
music for pitched instruments. According to Smith, there is no such thing as a nonpitched percussion instrument. These instruments contain whole bandwidths of
pitches (which give the impression of being non-pitched) but are nonetheless
equally capable of producing melodies on the same level as traditional "pitched"
instruments.^ When he writes "non-pitched" percussion solos. Smith still wants a

Stuart Saunders Smith, interview by author, written interview, Baltimore, Maryland. 15
Oct.. 1997
' Welsh, op. cit., p. 319.
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sense of melody and harmony to be conveyed. In the performance notes for Blue
(1978-1979), for trumpet, drum set, and double bass, the drum set player is
instructed to "think of his/her Events as melodies. Think melodically!"^
To Smith, the drum set is as melodically rich as the piano or violin. He sees
the drum set as a serious instrument worthy of its own solo tradition. Of this, he
states;

I'm very keen to help establish a serious drum set literature
that can rival any other instrumental literature. I hope to live to see
the day when solo drum set players can go on tour like concert
pianists and give concerts of solo drum music. After all, the drum
set is an indigenous American instrument, so Americans should
develop a written literature for it.^

Smith is also optimistic that one day audiences will be able to sit down to "An
"evening of snare drum solos, [j/c. ] An evening of triangle, woodblock, and cymbal
chamber music, [^/c.] An evening of unaccompanied vibraphone."^
Smith's passion for music derived from a limited palette of human activated
sounds is not only a musical wish of his, but also an ecological and spiritual longing.

^ Stuart Saunders Smith, "Performance Notes," Blue (Baltimore: Sonic .Art Editions, 19781979.
John P. Welsh, op. cit., pp. 317-318.
® Stuart Saunders Smith, "Percussion Ecology-Doing More With Less-Music for a Small
VXaact" Percussive Notes. 32. no. 1 (February 1994): p. 62.
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We are a small planet
A few fragile plants
Floating in an infinite garden.
Tend these plants by hand.
One by one

Taste the sweet sounds which are the fruits
Of the human touch
Taste humans being in sound'

' Ibid., p. 63.
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CHAPTER IV
FREE JAZZ

As a youth in the 1960's, Smith was an All-State snare drummer and began
performing on the drum set in local youth jazz orchestras. It was at this time that
Smith developed a love for jazz drum set. In his teenage years, he performed in
many local jazz ensembles around the Portland area. His experiences ranged from
Dixieland to Bebop to Vaudeville-style shows. Circa 1962, Smith founded the Dick
Tilton Jazz Quartet which consisted of a piano, alto sax, guitar, and drum set'. The
group performed around the Portland area for five years until 1966 and would have
a lasting influence on Smith's musical style. In addition to performing jazz
standards, the group composed many original pieces and began experimenting with
free-form jazz."

The term "Free Jazz" refers to improvisation not based on a
predetermined, underlying harmonic structure, and with no
predetermined structural length. There are other variable factors.
Firstly it may be tonal, or non-tonal (i.e., in no particular key), or
sometimes simply noise (i.e., non-musical sound), or polytonal.
Secondly, it may be in a regular time with recurring rhythmic
' Stuart Saunders Smith, interview bv author, written interview. Baltimore. Maryland, Oct.
15. 1997.
' John P. Welsh, The Music of Stuart Saunders Smith (New York: Excelsior Music
EHiblishing Company. 1995), pp. .wvi-xxv.
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patterns and/or a fixed pulse, or it may be out-of-time, with a "free"
and irregular temporal momentum. Thirdly, there may or may not
be composed themes and/or predetermined textural and spatial
considerations for the improvisation.^

The avant-garde jazz style was just becoming a distinctive jazz style in the
early 1960's with noted performers being John Coltrane, Charles Mingus, Omette
Colemen. Stuart Smith and the others in the Dick Tilton Quartet were likewise
experimenting with the "New Thing," exploring collective improvisations, open
form works, and the introduction of unusual instrumentations into the jazz
ensemble (note: the group lacks a double bass player; a standard instrument of a
jazz combo). The group strove to stretch the boundaries of jazz and to discover an
exciting and new musical experience. Dick Tilton said of the musical direction taken
by the group: "A waltz is a waltz and can only be played one way. But jazz gives
you a chance to express yourself and your ideas in musical form.""*
Smith's early musical experiences as a jazz drummer facilitated an interest in
composition. His early works come out of his experiences with the jazz groups
with which he performed; and largely from his Free Jazz combos. The concepts of
jazz and Free Jazz, which Smith learned and developed, impact nearly all of his

' Ian Carr. Digby Fairweather. and Brian Priesdey, Jazz: The Rough Guide (London; Rough
Guides Ltd., 1995). p. 732.
Dick Tilton. Portland Evening Express. August 5, 1963, quoted in John P. Welsh. The
Music of Stuart Saunders Smith, p. xxvii.
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works. When asked what kind of composer he considers himself, his emphatic
response is; "I'm a jazz composer"!^
In Free Jazz as well as standard jazz forms, the instrumentalists will often
improvise variations of the melody simultaneously; musically reacting to each
member of the ensemble. Using a similar variation technique. Smith successfully
recreates this sound in many of his ensemble works. .Although painstakingly
notated, the complexity of the intervals and rhythms in these works gives the
illusion of an improvisation by the performers. In the trio. Blue, Smith creates an
intricate weave of counterpuntal melodies which, while based on a single melody,
are varied so radically that they sound randomly improvised. Concerning the work.
Blue, Smith states.

It's all variation techniques. I studied a transcription of
Louis Armstrong playing on the tune "I Don't Know Why I'm so
Black and Blue." Then I composed the trumpet part; Blue is a
variation of a variation. Then I composed variations of the trumpet
melodies to create the bass part. The drum set part is a variation of
the rhythms and melodies of both the bass and the trumpet music. I
knew that no matter how the melodies are played, and no matter
when they are played, they would always relate because the parts
were variations of each other.®

' Welsh, op. cit.. p. .xx.\.
^ Ibid., p. 320.
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The work is in open-form; a term first defined by composer Earle Brown as
a mobile.^ The concept of a mobile is borrowed fi^om the visual arts and describes
"a sculpture consisting of parts that move, especially in response to air currents."®
Inspired by the mobiles of the sculptor Alexander Calder, composers such as Earl
Brown, Pierre Boulez, and Kariheinz Stockhausen transferred these visual events
into sound. The musical mobile is sounds as the visual mobile looks; random with
no discernible pattern or musical form.
In performances of Blue, the performers are given the choice of individual
tempo and articulation while also choosing which "events" to play and how often
to play them. Each "event" is a fully composed melody. These melodies are of
differing lengths, and varying rhythmic activity. Smith instructs the performers that
the music should be performed with great rhythmic energy and drive like a "New
Thing' group of the I960s."^ Stuart Smith goes on to instruct the performers:

This is not chance music. The performers must listen and
react to each other with great care and imagination. Therefore,
plenty of rehearsal time is necessary in order that each performer can
be totally familiar with each other's Events. Also, the performers
should practice each Event at various tempos and with various
" Ibid., p. 1.
' The New American Heritage Dictionary. 10th ed.. (1981). s.v. "mobile."
'' Stuart Saunders Smith. "Performance notes." Blue (Baltimore: Sonic
1979).
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effects/articulations to ensure inaximiim flexibility with the material.
This procedure will help the performers to be more spontaneous
with their performances.
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Without surrendering to uncontrolled improvisation, Stuart Snuth
establishes "ground rules" to follow while allowing the performers to create a
unique performance experience. Using this technique of real-time composition.
Smith has taken his experience with Free Jazz into the art music concert hall.

Smith's open-form compositions attempt to recreate the
communal, spontaneous environment of jazz improvisation. Real
time composition is not left to happen as one may find in Free Jazz
or a jam session. There is a desire on Smith's part to direct the open
performance to sound like the spontaneous, multiple solos heard in
Free Jazz while maintaining relationships found in more traditional
musics. One might say that Smith attempts to notate improvisation,
or, at the very least, creates the conditions that give rise to a general
kind of improvised sonic result. Smith's open-structure
compositions...are manifestations of his concern to transfer certain
jazz sensibilities into the realm of the avant-garde.''

Smith has transferred his experiences with indeterminate, open-form works
into traditionally notated, fully composed works. He has absorbed the sounds of
these semi-improvised musical mobiles and successfully recreates these sounds in
his more conventional pieces. Affected by a memory of a discussion with
composer Iannis Xenakis, Smith says that "I can compose music that is not in
mobile forms but sounds like a mobile. My mobiles have trained my subconscious.

" Welsh, op. cit.. pp. x.xv-x.xvi.
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I compose my linear music to sound like mobiles."'^ These mobiles, in turn, are
composed to sound like his experiences with Free Jazz.

Ibid., p. 327.
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chapter v
sound poetry

Hush the Cull Snivel.
Hush the Cull Snivel.

Carburetor cuts off air
and Clog-hinder-stroke
baffles the exhaust.'

Stuart Saunders Smith began experimenting with poetry at the same time as
he started composing. His affinity for poetry is linked to his interest in music and
each impacts the other. Relating musical rhythm to the spoken word. Smith states,
"As a kid I was never taught to sing pitches. I sang rhythms. There is a palatable,
inevitable connection made between language and poetry."^
As noted in Chapter Two, Smith's first musical experience was as a
drummer. He remembers practicing his long roll as he recited the phrase "Mommy-

' Stuart Saunders Smith. By Language Embellished: /, Movement III (excerpt) (Baltimore:
Sonic Art Editions. 1983-1984).
• Stuart Saunders Smith. "Percussion in Discussion." Words And Spaces (Lanthum;
University of .America Press, 1988), pp. 129-156.
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Daddy" to help him remember the rudiment. Charles Newcomb, his first drum
teacher, would tell him, "If you forget how it goes, just say its name to remind you
of the rhythm and sticking."^ To Smith, there is an undeniable link between words,
rhythm, and music.
Smith's explorations with sound poetry, chance poetry, and free verse
occurred, at a young age, unaware of the previous uses of these forms by the
Dadaists and poets such as Kurt Schwitters, Charles Amirkhanian, and John Cage.
He experimented in isolation with these concepts with no outside influences or
frame of reference. At the age of fifteen. Smith wrote the fi'ee verse, "A Time To
Be," which he used later in Poems //////(1971) for five brakedrums and narrator.
While the poem largely adheres to conventional syntax, it shows an early
understanding of fi^ee verse, and with its coupling with brake drums he reveals his
interest in the Beat Poetry of the 1960s.

^ Stuart Saunders Smith, "Percussion in Discussion (Language, Percussion, and My Speech
Songs)," Percussive Notes. 31, no. 8 (December 1993), p. 71.

A TIME TO BE
Listen,
she is
calling meonce again
she will ask
me
to freezeand I will
ask her.
"how shall I
speak'"'
and she
will
say.
snow
is
silence
that
can be
heard."

Stuart Saunders Smith. Poems III III (Baltimore: Sonic .\rt Editions. 1971).
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Much of Smith's poetry is referred to by himself as speech songs. In these
works, the rhythms of the words takes precedence over their surface meanings.

These songs are for speaking, where the internal rhythms of
individual words, phrases, and sentences are the focus. While there
may exist, in some of the speech songs, a poetic image, pun, or other
linguistic convention, these are incidental to the heart of my concept
of a word music using the voice as a drum.^

His speech song Some Household Words (1983) is a clear example of a work
wherein the sounds of words takes precedence over meaning. In the tenth poem,
SongX the theme is the sound of the word "porch." Smith takes the syllables
"por" and "ch" and composes the song around these sounds. Of importance in
performance are the percussive sounds and rhythms of the words and phrases.

' Stuart Saunders Smith. "Percussion in Discussion (Language. Percussion, and My Speech
Songs)." p. 71.
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Smith does not consider himself a poet, but rather a composer who writes
works using the sounds of words; exploring the different timbres and pitches
produced by words and syllabic combinations.^ With the sounds of words taking
prominence over their actual meanings, traditional syntax and semantics are rarely
retained. The concept of composing speech songs was introduced to Smith in a
dream he had as a youth.

When I was very little I had a dream which never left me. In
this dream, when people talked, they sounded like musical
instruments—this one a tuba—this one a violin—this one a drum,
and so on. No words came out, just instrumental sounds. I was
very disappointed when I woke up to find it was just a dream.
In my speech songs, I reverse the situation. Words come out
but it sounds like music. For me, this music-sense make perfect
sense. ^

While often not maintaining meaningflil surface relationships, the
words chosen in Smith's speech songs are bound to one another in other ways. Of
the above example of Some Household Words, Smith describes the linguistic
relationships as:

* John P. Welsh, The Music of Stuart Saunders Smith (New York: E\celsior Music
F^'blishing Company, 1995), p. .xxxvi.
Stuart Saunders Smith, "Program Notes." Tunnels (Baltimore: Sonic Art Editions,
1985).
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A "Porch" is a place where you sit looking out. A "Church"
is a place you sit looking in. A "Porch" is also a "Port of Call"-a
social wharf for neighbors to gather and talk. And much of the talk
is "Political." And of course things "Political" often degenerate into
"Poor little cults" full of people uttering "difiBcult whines."®

Admitting that this is but one of many possible interpretations of the text. Smith
does state that there is a connection between the words used in his speech songs.
This connection can be phonetically, semantically, or even subconsciously.
When the words and phrases are related subconsciously, on a dream-like
reality, John P. Welsh, a Stuart Smith scholar, refers to the speech songs as having a
"rooted logic."' While sentence structure, meaning, and linear motion are not
established, a dream-like logic is revealed. The logic of dreams and the subconscious
is explored through word sounds. "While dreams, on the surface, are not linear and
not based on logic, they are, nonetheless, rooted in reality and our experiences."'®
"Dreams do not have a surface logic, but a rooted logic. Their existence presents
another kind of sense understood at the intuitive level"''

* Stuart Saunders Smith, "Percussion in Discussion (Language, Percussion, and My Speech
Songs)," p. 73.
' Welsh, op. cit.. p. 145.
Ibid., p. 159.
" Ibid., p. 158.
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The short example given at the beginning of this chapter and the one below
are two examples of Smith's sound poetry based in a rooted logic. The first
example is fi-om the third movement of By Language Embellished: I (1983-1984).
The example below is Song VTI from Songs I-IX (1981) for percussionist/actor. In
both Smith constructs a phrase using a combination of real and near-real words.
The fabricated words often have a familiar sound or a source word from the English
language. While the sentence are meaningless, one can almost discern an underlying
theme or message. The word are "close enough" to everyday speech that they can
be construed as containing meaningfiil content.
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Both of the above examples are rooted in a particular surreal reality of
dreams. What these and all of Smith's speech songs share in common is their
foundation in sound poetry and his love for the sounds and rhythms of the spoken
word.
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CHAPTER VI
...AND POINTS NORTH

...AndPoints North (1987-1990) is a three movement work for solo
percussionist/narrator which lasts approximately fifteen minutes. The piece
requires the soloist to perform on an unusual array of percussion instruments. The
scoring for the work is given;

Movement I:
Five tuned metal pipes, woodblock, finger cymbal, small pitched
Tibetan prayer cymbal, small Peking opera gong, aluminum washtub
Movement II;
Two trees with leaves (either live potted trees or trees or branches
cut and placed in a Christmas tree stand). One with at least twelve
sets of glass wind chimes mounted on it.
Four rocks with a very high iron content. The rocks should have
very distinct pitches. (I prefer "found" rocks, but slate or ceramic
objects may be substituted).
Five logs or branches of a size that gives a very clear pitch (no log
drums). The logs should be cut fi-om dead, dried trees.
Movement III;
Three pod rattles, owl hooter, hawk screamer, Audibon bird call,
woodblock, and two pathways of dead leaves, sticks, twigs and
brush.
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The performer is instructed to recite poems in the English and an American
Indian language (Passamaquoddy) as well as sing wordless melodies in counterpoint
to the complex rhythms played on the instruments. The playing, speaking, and
singing ail need to be fused together into a theatrical work resembling what Smith
calls a "mini-opera".' As with the traditional opera. Smith's mini-operas involves
acting, music, props, stage sets, speaking, and movement. He takes all of these
elements and reduces them to their simplest, most poverty-stricken form. One
person accompanies himself on simple (often "found") instruments while
singing/reciting libretto and acting on a set that he/she has construaed.
The program notes, written by the composer, read:

I was bom and grew up in Maine. This state is the most
northeastern state in America. It is very sparsely populated, yet
Maine is the size of Great Britain. The towns can be very, very
small. My grandmother lives in Moscow, Maine. It consists of her
house, a gas station, a small general store, and five or six neighbors.
As you enter the Maine Turnpike, the sign on the highway says,
"Maine Turnpike.. And Points North." As a child, "And Points
North" was a calling to go further—as if Maine were the entrance to
the vastness of the North.
"...And Points North" is a programmatic composition in three
movements. It is about the heart in search of the spirit of the North.
In the first movement the heart searches for the spirit in the cities. It
is not there. Then the heart searches in the forests. It is not there.
' John P. Welsh, 77ie Music of Stuart Saunders Smith (New York; Excelsior Music
E^iblishing Company, 1995), p. 332.
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Finally, in the third movement, the heart finds the spirit in the cry of
a hawk.^

This search is portrayed as the performer proceeds across the stage firom
movement to movement, finally ending, away fi-om all, in the back shadows of the
stage. The performer is to be dressed in black with a colorfiil necklace being his/her
only connection to mankind. The performer and the audience are invited to leave
the city, leave the forest, and arrive at one's True Spirit.
Formally, each movement is in ternary form (a, b, a') and relies on the
variation technique throughout to develop its rhythmic and melodic materials. This
is indicative of Smith's writing as he often uses simple forms so that the complex
music within each section is not obscured. "The reason the forms are so simple is
because they're not the point-the point is detail. In order to make detail the point
you have other things subservient."^
Rejecting the use of a fixed meter or regular bar lines. Smith uses barlines to
delineate phrases and points of transition. Within each phrase, the tempo is
generally constant although the aperiodic rhythms found in the work give the

* Stuart Saunders Smith, "Program Notes." ..And Points North (Baltimore; Sonic .Art
Editions. 1987-1990).
' Welsh, op. cit., p. 324.
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illusion of an arhythmic, freely improvised statement.
...AndPoints North, as mentioned above, is influenced by Smith's love of
drumming. Free Jazz, sound poetry, and most importantly, the environment of the
state of Maine. These influences reveal themselves throughout the work in various
forms and guises, but are undoubtedly present. In the next four sections, these
influences will be examined and their effect on ...AndPoints North will be shown.
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Section I: Maine

It is obvious from Smith's program notes that ...AndPoints North is
influenced by the state of Maine; a depiction of the human heart in search of the
spirit of the North, finding it in the cold tundra of northern Maine. This northward
progression from the cities, to the forest, to beyond the timberline, parallels a
traveler's northward journey through the state of Maine. The southern part of the
state is the most densely populated with its large cities of Portland, Lewiston, and
Augusta. In the central portion of the state are the forests near the
Mooselookmeguntic and Moosehead Lakes. The expanse of forests gives way
throughout the northern one-third of the state to mountains such as Mt. Katahdin
and North Brother Mountain.
Maine's environment is not only reflected in the title and "plot" oi ...And
Points North, but the music itself comments on the calm and quiet of the state's
landscape. This musical depiction of the land is seen in the third movement,
wherein the seeker ends his search in the cold, northern wilderness.
The instruments and sounds asked for in the third movement are simple,
primitive, and all of a natural source: pod rattles, dried leaves, woodblock, and bird
whistles. Smith avoids the use of sticks or mallets to activate any of these sound
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sources. The only actuators are the hands, feet, and breath of the performer. The
movement also indicates that the percussionist is to snap his fingers, slap his thigh,
clap his hands, and stamp on the ground (see excerpt). The use of the human body
as a source of music and rhythm is as old as mankind. "The seeds of the first
instrument were sown unconsciously by early man as he stamped upon the ground,
beat upon his throat, clapped his hands, or slapped his body."'* These primitive
musical gestures clearly give the impression of an ancient, ageless place; a place
untouched by modem civilization.
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1992), p. 34.
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The third movement ends with a spoken American Indian poem
accompanied by bird calls. The language spoken is of the Passamaquoddy Indian
nation which is the tribe of Indians native to the areas of Maine and New
Brunswick, Canada.' It is a language that Smith has been aware of and respected
throughout his life. The use of this ancient language evokes an image of an
indigenous civilization intertwined with the northland of Maine.
Throughout the work. Smith colorfully depicts his home state of Maine.
The landscape, the people, and the quiet, isolated cold of this state are written into
the piece. Of ...And Points North, he states, "It is a Maine piece. It is geography."^

^The New American Heritage Dictionary, rev. ed. (1981), s.v. "Passamaquoddy."
® Stuart Saunders Smith, interview by author, written interview, Baltimore, Maryland. Oct.
15. 1997.
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Section 11: Dnimming

...AndPoints North is greatly affected by Smith's aflBnity with percussion.
Initially, the influence is obvious-the piece is a percussion solo. As mentioned
above, the work is written for a percussionist/narrator with the emphasis being on
the former. Smith's knowledge of percussion has allowed him to produce a piece
that, although extremely diflBcult, is idiomatic to a percussionist. This ability to
create a multiple percussion work that is approachable by a percussionist comes
only from long experience with the art form.
The first movement of ...AndPoints North is written as almost a drum set
solo with narration. Using six sound sources, pipes, wood block, finger cymbal,
Tibetan prayer cymbal, Peking opera gong, and aluminum washtub. Smith creates
endless variations on a simple rhythmic idea. As discussed above, this technique is
identical to what an improvising drummer does when given a rhythmic motive.
Using a very limited palette of sounds, the drummer extemporizes variations of the
original idea to create a new and personal musical composition. This practice is
found in rudimental snare drum solos, drum set solos, Afiican drumming, and in
virtually all drumming traditions throughout the world. Modeling these drumming
techniques. Smith creates a rhythmically rich "drum" solo in his own unique style.
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...AndPoints North also reveals its inspiration from the act of drumming in
its technical demands on the performer. In the second movement. Smith writes for
extremely long flourishes of grace notes to be performed on the tuned rocks.
Revealing his drumming roots, he indicates that these figures are to be performed
alternating between the hands, "right, right, left, left...etc." This type of stroke is
called a long open-stroke roll, or as mentioned earlier, the "mommy-daddy" roll,
and is a technique common to drum solos.
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Section III; Free Jazz

The influence of Smith's experiences with Free Jazz on ...AndPoints North
is of a less direct nature and is more difficult to discern. As noted previously,
having performed and composed many pieces mimicking the sound of jazz. Smith is
able to construct fully notated scores that sound as if they were improvised. As
seen above in Blue. Smith has developed a richly counterpuntal writing style
reminiscent of Free Jazz improvisations. This can be seen clearly in the first
movement of ...And Points North.
In sections of the first movement. Smith divides the percussion part into
three rhythmically diverse voices to be executed by the percussionist. The upper
staff is to be sung, while the lower staff is divided with stems up to be played by
the right hand and stems down to be played by the left hand (or vice-versa
depending on the set-up). The individual lines are rhythmically independent and
contain extremely complex rhythms which conflict with each other. In this passage.
Smith is striving for a sound similar to a that of Blue his Free Jazz-inspired trio for
trumpet, drum set, and double bass.
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As noted above. Smith uses the variation technique to develop his melodic
material in ...AndPoints North. As noted in Chapter Four, this is the same
technique used by jazz performers to vary a given theme. Beginning the first
movement with a single rhythmic idea. Smith uses this to creates a plethora of
variations (see Fig. 6.5). The rhythmic figure of "long, long, short (short)" is seen
throughout the first movement and is even found in the phrase "And Points North."

•5:.
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Just as a Free Jazz musician will vary a rhythmic or melodic idea (the jazz head), so
does Stuart Smith create rich variations on a single rhythmic motive.
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Section IV: Sound Poetry

The use of sound poetry and non-linear surreal imagery is prevalent in
...AndPoints Morth. The poem in the first movement is constructed to depict the
idea of a modem city. Written in fi-ee verse, the poem lairgely maintains
conventional syntax and sentence structure, although the narrative is clearly
implicative of a surreal landscape. The common trappings of the city—buildings,
cars, metal, crowds of people—are never mentioned but the still life of a cold, icy,
city is nonetheless conveyed. The words and sounds chosen depict a place devoid
of sensitivity or love; a landscape of cold, unfeeling words.
In this movement there are three spoken phrases set off from each other by
a change in the style of speech in which they are to be delivered. The first two
phrases begin with the words "They spoke..." and the last phrase begins, "they
took..." All three use hard-sounding consonants ("spoke," "took") and evoke an
illusion of hardness or brittleness. The first phrase is to be delivered in a
declamatory tone which heightens the impact of the word sounds. This is
strengthened by the accompaniment of metal sounds and a high pitched woodblock.
After a lyrical second phrase, the final phrase is to be spoken even "more intense"
regaining and heightening the tension established by the first stanza.
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The allusions to a city are joined by the use of the word "froze" and
"frozen." Again accompanied by mostly metallic instruments in the first and third
phrases, these words convey a sense of a thin, biting, and harsh cold. The use of
these words establishes a frigid environment that, with the above syllabic sounds,
paints a picture of cold, hard steel and concrete that finds no solace in the everflowing, useless words of the masses, an accurate depiction of the big cities of the
United States.
Smith's use of the idea of cold here contrasts to the manner in which he
portrays the cold of the North in the last movement. Depicting the hallowed
ground of the endless North, Smith writes of a feeling, rather than a place or action.
Using two poems, the first in English and the second in the Native American
language of Passamaquoddy, Smith provides a means of a spiritual passage for the
performer and audience: leaving the familiar and real, moving toward the unknown
and ethereal.
Again written in three similar phrases, paralleling the first movement, the
text of the first poem is accompanied by percussion instruments. For this
movement. Smith has chosen a (low) woodblock and a seed pod rattle; both organic,
natural instruments; both to be played with fingers. The text is to spoken "with

NOTE TO USERS

Page(s) not included in the original manuscript are
unavailable from the author or university. The manuscript
was microfilmed as received.
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The cold of the North is portrayed as a soft, kind, coldness. The only word
used which denotes a sense of cold is "snow"; which is spoken only once. This
word, in its context, presents the idea of a beautiful, lush, snow-covered landscape.
The syllabic beauty to the phrases in this poem contrasts sharply with the ugliness
of the first movement's depiction of the cold city. Adding to the serene image, the
use of words such as "silence," "home," and "light" heightens the sensation of a
fnendly, warm, place; a feeling of coming home. The musical accompaniment
further adds to this beauty in its organic, arhythmic pattering of the wood block and
seed pod rattle.

NOTE TO USERS

Page(s) not included in the original manuscript are
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Five Tuned Metal Pipes

These five tuned metal pipes are to be played with brass and rubber mallets
and with mallet handles. Also, the performer sings along with, in counterpoint to,
and in the absence of the pipes' pitches. This vocal line needs to be delivered in a
normal singing voice and in falsetto (for male performers, female performers sing up
an octave in their normal voice). To facilitate this pitch-oriented singing. Smith
stipulates that the piece requires "5 pipes with distinct pitches which are easily
remembered."'
The selection and construction of the metal pipes is extremely important,
considering the above listed uses for the instrument, and wath their prominent role
in the first movement. The material chosen to make the pipes is electrical conduit
piping. This hard steel alloy sounds very clear when struck with any of the above
mallets and has a beautifiil ringing tone. The metal is virtually impervious to
damage fi^om the brass mallets and shows no wear throughout the course of practice
and performance. The pipes are 3/4" in diameter and range in length fi^om 13" to
16".

' Stuart Saunders Smith, "Instrumentation." ...And Points North (Baltimore: Sonic .Ait
Editions. 1987-1990).
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The pipes are tuned to a slightly out-of-tune pentatonic scale. This tuning
allows for an easily remembered set of pitches with no half-steps to indicate a tonic
note. The very "natural" sound of a pentatonic scale with its slight imperfections
offers a tuneful melody without being overly tonal. This tuning supports the overall
compositional and ideological focus of the work.
To mount the pipes, one must first discover where the nodal points of each
pipe are located. Nodes are regions of a vibrating system where the amplitude of
the vibration or oscillation is minimal.^ The nodal points occur at 0.224 of the total
bar length from either end of the bar^. For example, a bar measuring ten inches in
length would have its nodal points at 2.24 inches from each end (10 x 0.224=2.24).
The nodal points for the five bars which I chose are:

Pitch(approx.)
b2
c#2
e2

mi

g#2

Bar Length (in inches)

Nodal Points

16"
15 1/8"
12 7/8"
12 1/4"
11 5/8"

3.584"
3.388"
2.884"
2.744"
2.604"

"Webster's II New Riverside Dictionary, rev. ed. (1984), s.v. "node."
^ James L. Moore, Acoustics of Bar Percussion Instruments (Columbus, Ohio; Permus
F*ublications, 1970). p. 67.
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Once the nodes are determined, 3/16" holes are to be drilled at these points
with an electric drill, boring through both walls of the pipe. Through these holes is
threaded a sturdy cord. The weight of the cord has very little affect on the bar ring
length. A thicker cord eliminates the possibility of the vibrating bars cutting
through and splitting the cord.
Then, attach the cord to wood screws sunk into a I2"xl0" piece of
hardwood. Laterally space the screws 1 1.^2" apart to allow the bars (3/4" in
diameter) to hang without touching the metal screws. Longitudinally, the screws
are placed corresponding to the nodal points of each bar. The pipes are held above
the base by approximately one inch which allows each bar to ring flilly.

Fig 7.2 Photograph of the five metal pipes
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Fig 7.3 ...AndPoints North (Mvi. I)
Copyright S 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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Woodblock

In ...AndPoints Morth, two woodblocks are requested; one in the first
movement and one in the last. Discussed here is the woodblock for the first
movement.
The woodblock is notated on the first ledgerline above the staff (no clef is
mdicated). Its placement in the score, immediately below the finger cymbal and
Tibetan prayer cymbal, would indicate initially that the block should be of a high
pitch. This decision that the woodblock should be of high pitch reinforces the
unique roll this instrument holds in the orchestration. As seen in Fig. 7.4, the
woodblock is often used concurrently with the aluminum washtub. My opinion is
that the woodblock m this passage assumes the role a the melodic foil to the
aluminum washtub (the lowest sound in the first movement) and should, therefore,
be of a relatively high pitch.

0

aluminum washtub
Fig 7.4 ...AndPoints North (Mvt. I)
Copynghl S 1992 by Sonic Ait Editions.

Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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While never indicated in the score, a few of the passages necessitate that the
player strike the woodblock with the brass mallets. As this could damage the
woodblock, consideration must be given to one's touch on the instrument in
addition to the selection of the wood block. The woodblock needs to be sturdy
enough to withstand being struck with a brass mallet without being significantly
harmed. A hard maple woodblock would not be damaged by this treatment and
thus would be a recommended choice for the first movement.
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Finger Cymbal

The finger cymbal is notated on the highest ledgerline in the score and is
only struck four times as a solo voice in the piece. The notational clue indicates that
the finger cymbal is to be the highest sounding voice in the first movement's setup.
Smith's scoring clue led me to discern that it must have a beautifiil, memorable tone.
Commonly used in pairs, finger cymbals are mated with plates tuned
microtonally fi"om each other. Such pairings produce a rich array of harmonics,
eliciting a fijll, shimmering tone. When used singly, as is the case in ...AndPoints
North, an inferior instrument can sound thin and dull. When choosing a finger
cymbal for this piece, one must find a thick plate that produces a fiill tone without
the need for striking with another cymbal. Often the more authentic, handmade cast
cymbals have this rich tone and work well in this case.

Finger c\-inbal

And each word

out clear.

Fig. 7.5 ...AndPoints North (M\l. I)
Copyright C 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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Small Pitched Tibetan Prayer Cymbal

The true nature of the instrument requested is unclear. In a phone
conversation with Smith about the Tibetan prayer cymbal, he described an
instrument also known as a Chap, Wa-Wa cymbals, Jing cymbals, and Peking opera
cymbals. The instrument he described in this phone interview is a small brass disc
with a greatly raised center. Suspended with a cord, this instrument is usually
clashed together in pairs and used for religious ceremonies in the Far East.
My Tibetan prayer cymbal is 6" in diameter with a cup raised
approximately 1 1/2". The sound is a clear, ringing tone of relatively high pitch (a
quatertone flat of d3). Like the finger cymbal, this usually paired cymbal is used
alone and must have a full tone to compensate.
Evoking its Tibetan Buddhism roots. Smith has chosen the prayer cymbal in
...AndPoints North to "foreshadow the spirit's true nature.'"* When I suggested
substituting an instrument fi-om Taiwan, he disagreed, adamantly requiring that the
instrument be of Tibetan origin. The concept of a "True Spirit" is of the utmost
importance when choosing this instrument.

Stuart Saunders Smith, interview by author, written interview, Baltimore, Maryland, Oct.
15, 1997.

Tibetan prayer cymbal
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Fig. 7.6 ...AndPoints North {M\ X . I)
Cop\Tight C 1992 by Sonic Ait Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.

Small Peking Opera Gong

The Peking opera gong is a thin bronze gong that sounds a distinct upward
bend in pitch when struck. Traditionally, the instrument is held by the performer's
fingers and struck with a wooden stick help in his/her fi-ee hand. In ...AndPoints
North, the gong is to be "mounted on table" and struck with rubber and brass
mallets and with a mallet stem. The instrument will sound freely when placed on a
soft surface (carpet, towel, etc.) without added cushioning. In order to tolerate the
heavy use that the small Peking opera gong incurs in the piece, it must be of good
quality.
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Fig. 7.7 ...And Points North (Mvt. I)
Copyright 0 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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Aluminum Washtub

The legend of the score states that the percussionist is to elicit two different
sounds from the aluminum washtub, in addition to playing on the side of the tub.
The "two different washtub sounds" should be derived from the bottom of the tub.
The sounds should be full-bodied and be as low in pitch as possible. This sound is
indicated by its position on the lowest ledgerline in the score. The aluminum
washtub functions as the bass in the setup and needs to produce a round, heavy,
low boom. The sound elicited from the side of the tub is a thinner, higher-pitched
sound.

b-pipes
- • v a r y t i n g else

Aluminum washtub

Fig. 7.8 ...AndPoints North

I)

Copyright 0 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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Mallet Selection

In the legend for the first movement oi...AndPoints North, Stuan Smith
indicates that three types of mallets are needed: rubber mallets, brass mallets, and
mallet stems. For the rubber mallets I chose to use a "blue" Musser M-3. The
mallet handle is a "two-step" fiberglass shaft. The "two-step" shaft has a wide
butt end made of rubber for easy grasping and has a tapering fiberglass shoulder and
neck for flexibility. The mallet head is perfect for drawing the best tones out of all
of the instruments while the mallet shaft was strong enough to withstand playing
"triple fortissimo" passages on the aluminum washtub.
I use a slightly modified Musser M-14 for the brass mallet. Initially, the
brass mallet heads were too heavy for the metal pipes and were not allowing the
pipes to ring fully. .\lso, the balance in volume between the brass and rubber
mallets was greatly favoring the brass mallets. Using a belt sander, I shaved a few
millimeters fi-om the top of each brass mallet head, lessening the mass of each. This
alteration allowed the mallets to blend better with the rubber mallets and also
produced much warmer tones from the metal pipes.
For the mallet stems, I use 14 1/2" dowels, 1/4" in diameter, with one end
coated with rubberized plastic. This rubber coating was produced by dipping 4
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1/2" of the dowel into a container of liquid rubber (Plastidip®). After repeated
treatments, the rubber was about a millimeter thick and slightly heavier at the tip.
These mallets produced improved sounds on all of the instruments compared with
uncovered mallet stems which produced thin, choked tones.
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CHAPTER Vm
MOVEMENT II INSTRUMENTATION

Two Trees with Leaves

Locating suitable trees for the second movement is perhaps the most
difficult aspect in preparing the instruments for ...AndPoints North. As indicated
in the score, the trees need to be alive or, at the very least, have their leaves still
intact. Knowing that the work is a depiction of Maine, a tree flill of leaves would
best represent the foliage of that area. The very nature of this instrument (two
large, live trees) makes it impossible to store them for fixture performances. As a
result, a new set of trees must be acquired for each performance.
When choosing the tree, one must take into consideration not only the hall
in which the piece will be performed, but also the availability of live trees. This
availability is affected by the time of year, location, and the cost of buying or
renting trees.
For one performance of ...And Points North, I was able to locate a fallen tree
that still had its leaves attached. This was especially fortuitous due to the fact that
this performance was given in Tucson, Arizona, a desert climate where deciduous
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trees are a rarity. I was able to cut two large branches approximately 15' to 20'
long, each with smaller branches, and a large number of leaves. Each "tree" was
secured in a very large metal Christmas tree stand with wooden splints aiding in the
support of its height. The Christmas tree stands were covered in a dark material to
give the illusion of free-standing trees. The hall in which this performance was
given was large enough to house these large trees, a luxury that a smaller hall would
not have provided.
Renting or buying a potted tree is another option for acquiring these trees
needed for the second movement. Finding a couple of trees at a local nursery offers
the year-round availability of trees, regardless of the climate, as well as a large
selection of healthy trees from which to chose. One must be careful not to get trees
that are too young and fragile, as the branches may not be strong enough to hold the
glass windchimes (see below). The cost of live trees could, depending on the area,
make their use financially prohibitive.
Above all, the trees are considered to be set and scenery as much as they are
considered to be musical instruments. A large spread of branches sporting bountiful
leaves is of great importance. The visual impact of the trees on the audience needs
to be as great as possible; providing an immediate confirmation upon entering the
hall, of the uniqueness

...AndPoints North.
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Glass Windchimes

The score indicates that one of the two trees is to have "at least 12 sets of
glass windchimes mounted on it."' The windchimes need to be easily activated
when the tree is shaken, as well as offering a beautiful visual setting for the wintry
forest. One of the windchimes needs to be within reach of the performer, as it
needs to be manipulated in the first section of the movement. The percussionist is
to "Cup both hands around one set of windchimes; bring hands together, getting a
crushed, staccato sound...It should sound like a plodding walk in deep snow with a
crust."^
The exact number of windchimes needs to be balanced against how much
weight the tree will bear, in addition to the sturdiness of the base. As few as six
glass windchimes could be used, and no more than twelve, unless the performer has
an extremely large, firmly rooted tree. The windchimes should consist of an
assortment of sizes of glass, in an effort to create as rich and full a tone as possible.
The windchimes used for the "'walking in snow" effect should consist of glass

' Stuart Saunders Smith, "Instrumentatioa," ..^d Points North (Baltimore: Sonic .\rt
Editions. 1987-1990).
- Ibid.. "Movement U Instructions.'
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pieces between 1/2" and 1" across, while the larger chimes should have glass pieces
as large as is feasible.
The pieces of glass should be glued to fishing cord, or some other
lightweight cord. Using a hot glue gun is an easy way of securing the glass to the
cord. These cords, in turn, need to be glued or tied to a small support platform of
lightweight wood (many variations of size shape are possible and recommended).
Make sure that the glass is balanced over the face of the support so as to keep the
windchime level. Then, attach the platform to a cord strong enough to bear the
weight of the entire windchime. Care must be given to where the cord is attached to
the platform because the support platform needs to balance evenly, with all of the
glass hanging underneath. Finally, the cord can be affixed to a clip or hook to be
mounted on the tree.
Cap oQtn hAnds dfouxid one set oi wuic ctumes; crin?
.^anas coqetner, getting a crushed, staccato sound.
Compose a continuous, penodlc passaqe» ustn? cne
doove cecnmque, in a slow tempo, i.e.
Jj J J e t c .
It shouid sound Uice a plodding wailc in
deep snow with a crust. Stop passage
on the word "stopped.*

voice 'The sun almost down
deep in the winter woods,
thirsty, and tired.
the boy 'stopped to see icicles
hanging from a branch.

He tasted them.

Tree without chimes

The icicles were sweet
ct

m m•

~

•Play coLl continuously on dUlerent parts o£ the tree
to get tiiimre cnanges.

•

with maple sap.

V-

t .••I

Chimes tree

Fig. 8. 1 ...AndPoints North(Mvt II)
Copyright 0 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.

Four Pitched Rocks

Smith asks for "four rocks with a very high iron content. The rocks should
have very distinct pitches." He mentions that he prefers "'found" rocks but will
allow for substitutions such as slate or ceramic objects. I searched diligently for
"found" rocks that had exact pitches, playable surfaces, would be durable enough to
withstand being struck with mallets, and could be tuned. This last requirement is of
importance because the odds of finding pitched rocks with a usable musical scale are
next to impossible.
Found rocks would often fill one or two of the above requirements but not
all four of them. The only pitched rocks that I found were a collection of beautifiilsounding petrified ironwood. The rocks had a clear ringing tone with an almost
glass-like quality. Unfortunately, the rocks were all misshapen with no smooth
striking area, were too brittle, and could not be tuned.
iMy solution to the problem of the pitched rocks was to use Saltillo tile.
This ceramic tile is used in floors and is quite popular in the southwest United
States and in Mexico. I found four tiles, each 1 foot square, that had a good tone.
One needs to insure that the selected tiles have no cracks or inconsistencies. As the
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tile is made from a clay and sand mixture, imperfections are quite common (I have
seen tile with dog tracks in them).
I decided that the rocks should have a "scale" that is microtonal, yet spans
large enough intervals to allow each rock's pitch to be distinct. Using a masonry
cutting blade mounted on a circular saw, I cut some material off of the sides of two
of the tiles to raise their pitch. By lessening the mass of the tiles, I raised their
pitches. The more material I cut off, the higher the pitches rose; "Material removed
at either end raises [the] fundamental frequency."^ The lowest pitched tile was not
as low as I wanted, so I shaved off material from its underside to lower its pitch.
"Material removed at the center [of the bar] lowers [the] fundamental frequency.""*
With the above method, I produced a scale of

Tile size
8 1/2" X 8 m
8 1/2" X 8 1/4'
8 1/2" X 7 1/2'
8" X 7 1/2"

Approx. Pitch
Bb
C#
Eb
F#

^ James L. Moore. Acoustic of Bar Percussion Instruments (Columbus, Ohio: Pennus
Publications, 1970). p. 78.
•* Ibid.. p. 78.

Fig 8.2 Photograph of four pitched rocks
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The Saltillo tile has a rich, strident tone that works very well with its roll in
the second movement. Somewhat humorously. Smith has written the phrase "Rock
Music" as a subtitle to the music played on the tuned rocks. As the first section of
the second movement, the rocks serve as a transition from the music of the city to
the music of Nature. Composed of natural materials, yet still producing a forceful
sound, the rocks are Nature's hard side; they are Nature's Rock-n-Roll child.
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Five Pitched Logs

In the performance notes for this movement. Smith requests "Five logs or
branches of a size that gives a very clear pitch (no log drums). The logs should be
cut from dead, dried trees." In contrast to the boisterous rocks described above, the
five pitched logs need to produce a beautiful, warm sound. The percussionist is
instructed to play the Log Song in a "very lyrical" nature as he/she gets further and
further from the city.
The construction of the five pitched logs is very similar to that of the metal
pipes used in the first movement. The first, and potentially the most difficult step,
is finding suitable logs. As was stated above, the first performance of this piece
which I gave was in Tucson, Arizona, where hardwood trees are not abundant. I
eventually found the logs at a commercial wood dealer who sells pre-cut hardwood
for fireplace use. I selected heavy oak branches with the bark still intact, ranging
from 1 1/2" to 2" in diameter, and approximately two feet in length. These logs
were chosen for their pure tone, extreme hardness, and visual beauty. Ten logs
were purchased so as to insure a good pitch range of the five logs. Two logs were
employed in forming the base of the instrument.
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The logs first had to be tuned to a usable scale. The scale chosen was a
melodic mix of tonal and microtonal intervals producing a natural, untouched
musical quality. The initial inconsistencies between the diameters of the logs
produced quite a wide range of pitches: the thicker logs had a higher pitch while the
thinner logs were lower in pitch. I raised the pitches of three logs by shortening
their length. One of the logs needed to have its pitch lowered by having the
underside of the log shaved away with a sander. One log was left untuned. The
resultant scale of the five logs is:

Log length
21"
20 1/2"
17 1/2"
16 1/2"
16"

Approx. pitch
D
F
A
B
C#

As noted above, the base was formed from two of the remaining logs. I feel
that the entire instrument needs to be composed of the same rough-looking wood.
A manufactured stand would destroy the look of the set and also would defeat the
purpose of using "found" logs as an instrument. Lying underneath at ninety degree
angles to the five pitched logs (bars), the two base logs (base) are touching the bars

at their nodal points. To keep the bars from rolling or shifting, a thick rope is
wrapped around each base; the rope overlapping on itself between each bar (see
figures 8.4 and 8.5 below).

Fig. 8 .4 Photograph of the five tuned logs

Fig. 8.5 Photograph of the base of the five tuned logs

Fig. 8.6 ...And Points North(Mwt. II)
Copynght C 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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Mallet Selection

For the second movement. Smith does not indicate the type of mallets that
is to be used. The mallet selection depends on the type of rocks and logs used
throughout the movement. These instruments are at times played concurrently, so
a single pair of mallets needs to sound good on both rocks and logs. Also, the trees
are to be played with the same mallets.
For the second movement I chose to use a pair of polyball mallets on rattan
shafts. A polyball is a soft plastic mallet head that is often used on wooden
xylophones. The polyball is hard enough to elicit a quality sound from the wood
while being soft enough not to damage the instrument. This mallet also works very
well on the tuned rocks (Saltillo tile). Neither the tile nor the mallets became
damaged with repeated use of these mallets.
The rattan shaft allows a degree of flexibility, which is advantageous when
executing the long double stroke grace notes on the four rocks. Also, when playing
the trees, different parts of the shaft can be struck against the trees, creating the
illusion of different pitches and timbres.
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chapter ix
movement iii instrumentation

Three Pod Rattles

Seed pod rattles are made from dried seed pods taken from any number of
large plants. When a seed pod dries out, the seeds inside become loose and rattle
when the pod is shaken. These rattles come in a myriad of shapes and sizes, from a
few inches to over a foot in length. One type of tree which produces particularly
large pods is the carob tree found in the Mediteranean region.
In the third movement oi...AndPoints North the three pod rattles are
divided into two different instruments: first a pair of rattles are shaken, then later, a
single rattle is tapped with fingers. The shaken rattles used at the beginning of the
movement need to be as large as possible so as to produce a heightened dramatic
effect as a part of the transition from the forest to the cold North. The rattles
should be loudly shaken overhead in a grand gesture.
The seed pod rattle played with the fingers can be smaller than the shaken
rattles. A quieter, more restrained sound could more efficiently be produced by a
smaller instrument. Performing dictated rhythms along with the woodblock and
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voice, the sound of the seed pod should respond quickly to the touch and then
suddenly decay.
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Fig. 9.\ ...And Points North(Mvt. Ill)
Cop>Tight 0 1992 by Sonic An Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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Woodblock

As in the first movement, a woodblock is needed for the last movement of
...AndPoints North. Whereas the former woodblock was used to represent the
city, the latter accompanies the human spirit finding its True Self in the North.
Also, in the third movement, the woodblock is used with the quiet seed pod rattle
and must blend with its sound. A less strident, more reserved woodblock would be
a good option for this role. A low pitched woodblock would contrast nicely with
the high pitched block used in the first movement.
The woodblock is played with fingers and must be easily activated with the
slightest touch. A woodblock made of a soft wood could be easily played with the
fingers. Both of the above considerations would indicate a low, mellow-sounding
block. I chose an extremely large mahogany block manufactured by Vaughncraft, a
woodblock manufacturer in the United States.

I walk.
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Fig. 9.2 ...AndPoints North(Mwt. HI)
Copyright C 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by pennission of Smith Publications.
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Bird Calls

There are three bird calls used in the last movement; an owl hooter; an
Audubon bird call; aiid a hawk, screamer.
The owl hooter is a hollow tube 6" in length and 2" in diameter. The tube
has an array of different sized holes plus a short movable blow hole which can be
plugged. The sound is made by saying "Whooo" (like an owl) through one end of
the large tube while manipulating the various holes with one's hands. The
instrument takes practice and I would recommend finding recordings of owl hoots
and attempting to imitate them.
The Audubon bird call is comprised of a small wooden cup and a metal
stopper. The metal stopper is twisted inside of the cup and, with the aid of rosin,
is caused to "squeak" with the friction of its motion. This imitates the sound of
small birds and is very effective when properly rosined.
The hawk screamer consists of a hollow wooden tube with a thin metal reed
inserted into the top. When blown, the reed vacillates rapidly and imitates the
sound of a screaming hawk. The sound is very realistic and extremely effective at
the end of last movement o^ ...AndPoints North.

Fig. 9.3 Photograph of bird calls (from left to right: owl hooter, Audubon bird call,
hawk screamer)
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Two Pathways of Dead Leaves. Sticks. Twigs, and Brush

This very simple effect gives a wonderfully vivid image of the cold frozen
North. The leaves (et. al.) are spread out on the floor of the performance space so
that the performer will walk on them when coming from Movement II, and when
walking away from the third movement's setup at the end of the piece. The leaves
need to be spread deep enough so that the sound made by walking on them can be
heard in the audience.
The best choice for the dead leaves are thick, wide leaves such as those from
maple or oak trees. The amount of sticks, twigs, and brush should be
proportionately small compared to that of the leaves. Lay enough on the floor to
provide timbral variety when walking.

5"- 6"
Owl heour

Whoo

FoqI st«p«

whoo

•^1'
•TaJce two steps, slowly,
as you pick up the owl
hooter. It should look
stylized. Walfc OQ Path 1
toward audieace.

whaaa
x \ \

•Even though these footstep sections
are unmetered, be mlndiul of their
aperiodic rhythmic flow.

Fig. 9.4 ...AndPoints North (Mvt. Ill)
CopNTighi S 1992 by Sonic Ait Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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CHAPTER X
STAGE CONFIGURATION

All the elements of the performance-movement, sound, text,
theater-should be consciously considered. Each movement should
have its own space on the stage like three distinct theatrical sets.
The instruments must look and sound gorgeous.'

Movement I

The most complex setup is that for the first movement. The difficult
passages being played on many diflferent instruments require a well thought out
design. What may work for the first page may make it impossible to perform a
given passage later in the movement. Establishing a working setup before rehearsals
begin will save the performer much time and grief in the process of learning ...And
Points North.

' Stuart Saunders Smith. "Perfonnance Notes," ..And Points North (Baltimore: Sonic .-Vrt
Editions. 1987-1990).
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Below is the recommended setup for Movement I;

Trap tabic

Stand

Finger cymbal

Tibetan prayer cymbal

Mallets

O Q Q Q
Woodblock
Alutnunim washtub

Peking opera gong
Metal pipes

Fig. 10.1 Diagram of Mvt. I setup
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The aluminum washtub can be mounted in a number of ways. I placed the
instrument upside-down on a concert bass drum stand. Places as such, the washtub
is positioned at a height that enables the performer to play comfortably on the top
and on the side of the instrument. It should be secured to the stand to keep it from
falling off. I use a small amount of strong tape to keep the washtub from shifting.
Other possible methods of mounting the washtub include hanging it
sideways by its side from a sturdy boom cymbal stand. Another option is
suspending it upside-down on a concert bass drum stand. This is accomplished by
threading heavy cord through holes drilled in the washtub. These cords are then
attached to the bass drum stand. Neither of these options allows me the freedom to
confidently play on the side and top of the tub and the differences in sound are
negligible.
The woodblock may be slightly raised to make it easier to play. My
solution to this is quite unorthodox; I discovered that a roll of duct tape laid on its
side is the exact height that I need, is very stable and secure, and offers a bit of
resistance that kept the woodblock from moving. The woodblock has never been a
logistical problem after I placed it on its duct tape stand.
The finger cymbal and the small Tibetan prayer cymbal can both be hung
from the same stand, each with its own clip. The stand I use has a platform of
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wood atop an adjustable metal stand. The platform can be set horizontally and the
cymbals can be mounted to this platform with large clips.
All three pairs of mallets needed for the first movement, in addition to the
polyball mallets used in Movement II, should be on the right side of the trap table.
The trap table should be carpeted and large enough to hold the Peking opera gong,
the metal pipes, the woodblock, and the mallets. I use an adjustable metal trap
table stand that allowed me to raise or lower the setup to a height comfortable to
me.
In addition to the above, I create a scene of a city street with garbage cans,
yellow caution tape, construction lights, and assorted refuse. These objects greatly
enhanced the theatrical impact of the movement as well as camouflaging the trap
table, bass drum stands, and music stand. Be sure that the audience has full view of
all of the instruments.
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Movement II

The second movement consists of only four instruments: the rocks, the logs,
and the two trees. Stuart Smith gives a proposed setup for this movement that
works very well. It is obvious that Smith wrote the movement with this specific
setup in mind. His diagram of the setup of Movement 11 is:

Stage set-up:

Trees

Logs

Fig. 10.2 ...AndPoints North

Rocks

H) instrumentation

Copyright G 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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The two trees should be very near each other, with perhaps one foot of
space between each. This spacing provides the illusion of a forest and allows the
performer to be seen through the trees. The glass windchimes should be evenly
distributed around the stage left tree with one of the windchimes being within arms
reach of the performer. This windchime should be placed on the side of the tree to
avoid obstructing the audience's view of the performer. I placed it on the left side
of the tree to facilitate a quick move from the windchime tree to the Rock Music.
Both the four rocks and the five logs must be placed on the floor
immediately in front of the trees to give the illusion that the percussionist is
"playing the forest." The performer should kneel behind the instruments while
playing and nothing should obstruct the audience's view of what is being played. I
suggest laying the music flat on the stage rather than using a music stand. If the
music can be seen from the audience, lay some leaves (from Movement III) in front
of the papers.
The rocks may be laid as they are on the diagram or any other configuration
that one finds comfortable. I placed mine in a square with the lowest pitched rock
on the near-left and the highest pitched rock on the far-right (see diagram below).
This makes it easier to maneuver quickly around the instrument. The Saltillo tile
that I used sounded best when laid on a carpeted piece of wood.

The five logs should be as close as possible to the rocks to make the
transition between the two instruments as seamless as possible.

3

1

4
(high)

2

(low)

Fig. 10.3 Diagram of the five tuned logs and four pitched rocks
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Movement III

The setup of this third and last movement should be visually less active
than the other two movements. The idea of a landscape, that transcends in beauty
and simplicity any place known on eanh, needs to be portrayed in the set. A sense
of eternal, untouched, stillness must pervade this scene.
My setup for Movement III is diagrammed below.
Stand for owl hooter/seed pod rattles
Mvt. II

Leaf path

Leaf path

Woodblock seed pod rati le
Hawk screamer
Audubon bird call

Audience
Fig. 10.4 Diagram of Mvt. Ill
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The pair of seed pod rattles and the owl hooter must be placed on a roughlooking stand just off of path A. The stand should blend in with the scenery of
trees, leaves, and brush. The stand must not draw attention to the fact that it is a
man-made creation.
The woodblock, single seed pod rattle, Audubon bird call, and the hawk
screamer should be placed on a padded trap table. I also placed the music on the
table in front of the woodblock. Ensure that the table is stable; with the seed pod
being played flat on the table, the stand could shift or rattle. The trap table stand
needs to be camouflaged. I prefer draping a long, black piece of fabric over the
stand. The flowing fabric gives a sense of the eternity of the cold, dark North.
Path B should extend only as far as the time it takes to recite the American
Indian poem. Be mindful that the hawkscreamer line needs to be performed from a
position off the path and a small amount of stage space needs to be given for this
important gesture.
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Complete Set Design

The concept of the set design for the piece as a whole must be carefully
considered. The idea of a journey must be conveyed by the individual sets and their
physical relation to each other. The music and actions should merely strengthen
what the sets already establish.
Below is my stage design for the ...AndPoints North.

Mvt. II
Leaf path

Leaf path
Mvt. I

Mvt. Ill

C
Fig. 10.5 Diagram of the stage setup for

Audience
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The sets should take advantage of the full depth of the stage. I prefer to
place the first movement stage left (the audience's right), halfway back on the stage.
This "neutral" distance between the performer and audience heightens the sensation
of an impersonal, meaningless dialogue described in the poetry. Placing the set thus
separates it from Movement li which I place center stage, against the back wall.
The two sets should be separated, approximately 20 feet. This distance creates a
long period of silence as the percussionist moves from the city to the forest and
allows the performer and audience to distinguish the movements not only sonically
but temporally.
The trees of the second movement create a striking image up against the
back of the stage. Placing them center stage, the trees attract the audiences attention
and raise curiosity about the work. There should be enough space between the
trees and the backdrop so that the performer can play on the back side of the trees.
This is important as the performer is simultaneously reciting the poetiy and
playing the trees/glass windchimes.
The set for the third movement should be placed relatively close to that of
Movement II. I prefer to have the sets for the two movements within 15' of one
another. Just as the musical transition between the two movements is seamless, so.
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should be the physical transition. Movement m's Leaf Path A should appear to
been formed by the trees of Movement II.
Of all of the movements, I place the third movement the closest to the
audience. This close proximity creates an intimate, personal relationship between
performer and audience which reflects the intimate nature of the poetry. This also
allows the poetry to be spoken in a more subdued voice. One needs to make sure
that there are no leaves underfoot during the woodblock/seed pod section. Path A
needs to end and Path B begin a couple of feet behind where the performer is
standing.
The lighting of the sets can effectively add to the visual impact oi ...And
Points North. "Lighting should be designed to create shadows and pools of light to
bring out the visual poetry of the set."^ Each movement should be independently
illuminated by separate lights. The areas between the sets can be vaguely lit or
completely dark. The space between Movements I and II can be dimly lit, with
shadows adding to the physical and emotional separation between the sets. The
leaf path from Movement II to Movement III could be slightly more illuminated,
creating another transition between movements.

" Loc. cit.
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The lights at the end of the piece should slowly fade, either to shadows or
to complete darkness, depending on the capabilities of the hall. An effective
lighting use for the end of the last movement would be to have only the silhouetted
shadow of the percussionist visible. Posing regally, the performer can play the final
notes on the hawk screamer as he/she transcends the physical world and enters the
spiritual world.
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CHAPTER XI
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
General Performance Issues
Theatrics

...AndPoints North is a mini opera. It is a theatrical production. All actions
performed on stage need to be carefully considered, examined, and executed with
the knowledge that they impact the performance. "All the elements of
performance-movement, sound, text, theater-should be consciously considered.
For instance, when you sing, your face moves. That moving face can move the
audience as much by its look as by its sound."' Unlike conventional recital
compositions, in ...AndPoints North, the performer's every move, including the
entrance and exit, is extremely important in establishing and maintaining the
theatrical attitude. For this piece, the percussionist should think of himself as an
actor first, and a percussionist second.
As the work progresses into the later movements, the performer's motions
should become more fluid and relaxed. Multiple percussionist, Steven Schick, in the
Additional Performance Notes for ...And Points North, states that "over the course

' Stuart Saunders Smith, "Performance Notes," ..And Points North (Baltimore: Sonic .Art
Editions, 1987-1990).
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of the [first] movement the performer is transformed from a 'percussionist' engaged
in performing on an 'instrument' to an actor who eventually disassociates him or
herself from the stage and moves into the forest."^

Vocal Concerns

When reciting the text, the accompanying percussion instruments should
never interfere rhythmically or dynamically with the natural flow of the poetry. As
was noted earlier. Smith bases his rhythms on speech and uses speech patterns to
produce his rhythms. The spoken phrases in ...AndPoints North possess musical
rhythms that are motivically important to the piece. Care must be taken to deliver
the text with the inflections indicated by the composer (dramatically, with passion,
etc.) in an effort to bring out these subtle, rhythmic ideas.
An example of the percussion/voice rhythmic relationships can be seen in
the first movement. The movement begins with a rhythmic motive (see fig. 11.1)
played with handles on the woodblock, aluminum washtub, and low metal pipe.
This broken quintuplet figure, complete with the grace notes becomes the rhythmic

" Steven Schick, "Additional Performance Notes," ...And Points North (Baltimore. Sonic
.\n Editions. 1987-1990).
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source for the entire composition. This rhythmic motivic is developed and varied
throughout the work.
The phrase "...And Points North" appears at the end of the first poem and
is rhythmically linked with the initial motive (see fig. 11.2). When "...And Points
North" is spoken, a rhythm can be superimposed over the syllables; this rhythm
mimics that of the quintuplet motive. It could even be said that the ellipsis
parallels the three grace notes. These rhythmic relationships are found throughout
the work in both the text and percussion passages.

I

5.-J

1

J- -

y

t=
4-J

h

0
Fig. II. 1 ...And Points North (}Av\..Y) opening motive
Copyright fi 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.

5:j

h
. And Points North.
Fig. 11.2 ...AndPoints North (Mvt. I) opening motive/...And Points North
Copyright ® 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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When singing with the metal pipes, the male voice needs to be sung falsetto
(and the female's an octave higher than the pipes) throughout the first movement.
This is not clear fi-om the score but was confirmed in an interview with the
composer.^ The vocal part needs to be practiced diligently so that one is always on
pitch with the tuned pipes. Steven Schick suggests that the vocal sounds should
initially blend with the metal pipes. As the movement progresses, he states that
the singing should "become progressively breathier and more relaxed (changing from
a distinctly 'ah' sound to a breathy 'uh' sound and finally to a 'pitched breathing'
by the close of the movement).'"*

Complex Rhythms

Fig. 11.3 ...AndPoints North QA\X. I)
Cop>Tight © 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by pennission of Smith Publications.
^ Stuan Saunders Smith, interview by author, written interview, Baltimore. Maryland, Oct.
15. 1997.
Loc. cit.
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As with most of Stuart Smith's works, the rhythms found in ...AndPoints
North are extremely complex. Passages such as in figure 11.3 that involve many
layers of broken odd groupings of notes can be quite daunting. These rhythms can
be simplified by using a device developed by Dr. Dean Gronemeier called the
Rhythm Chart." The Rhythm Chart clarifies these rhythms by interpreting them
into an easy to understand visual and numerical relationship.
The "Rhythm Chart" is based on a scale fi"om 0 to 100. This chart can
either represent a beat, a series of beats or a complete measure. For example, a
complete measure of 4/4 can represented in which beat one is 0 and the downbeat of
the next measure is 100. The notes found in the measure are assigned a number
based on where they occur in that time span. Four quarter-notes would be assigned
the numbers-- beat one - 0; beat two - 25; beat three - 50; beat four - 75. As noted
above, 100 is the downbeat of the next measure (see Fig. II.4, top set of numbers).
Also notice the division of the measure with quarter-note triplets (as seen by the
bottom set of numbers in Fig. 11.4). By dividing 100 into 6 equal parts (16.66) and
notating these divisions on the chart, the notes' relationship to the above quarternotes can be visually represented. This diagram can than be transferred to music by
dividing the measures into these sam.e fi-actions.

' Dean Gronemeier, interview by author, oral interview. Las Vegas, Nevada, March 4,
1993.
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/

/

25

50

~i
0
/

16.6
/

75

/
100

I

33.3
/

50
/

66.6
/

83.3

100

Fig. 11.4 Rhythmic example

This technique could significantly aid in learning the passage shown in figure
11.3. With the absence of definable measures, the passage should be charted by
beat. In figure 11.5 below a particularly difiBcult segment is circled. Transposing
the note values into numbers (fig. 11.6), a clear view of the rhythms can be
obtained. The top number is the voice with the parenthesis indicating the release on
the second sixteenth-note. The middle set of numbers is for the broken septuplet,
and the bottom set is for the broken sextuplet. This chart could then be used to
approximate the resultant rhythm, with the relationships being given numerically
and spatially along the chart.

Fig. 11.5 ...AndPoints North (Mwt. I)
Copyright S 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by pennission of Smith Publications.

(25)

57.1

85.7

_|
16.6

Fig. 11.6 Transcription of fig. 11.5 to the Rhythm Chart

83.3

100
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A more exact rhythmic representation can be attained by programming these
numbers into a music sequencer or drum machine and listening to an accurately
quantized performance. Current models of both machines allow one to divide a beat
(or measure) into 100 equal parts and place each note exactly as it is in the score.
By transferring the numbers from the Rhythm Chart to the sequencer, the exact
interpretation of the written page can be heard, mimicked, and ultimately learned by
the performer. The percussionist can, thereby, aurally learn the rhythms and
reproduce these in his or her performance.
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Movement I

The performer's entrance should be choreographed to import a sense of
searching. With the setup for Movement I on stage left, I enter from that side. I
w£iik in slowly, looking around as if lost. Catching sight of the setup, I approach
inquisitively, examining the instruments. I slowly pick up the mallets and begin
playing movement I.
Throughout the movement, four mallets need to be held (numbered from left
to right-1,2,3,4). I hold the mallet with the Burton cross stick grip. With this grip,
I am able to control the mallets at pianissimo while having the power the play
fortississimo. This grip also allows me to drop mallets, pick mallets up, and switch
mallets around in my hand very quickly-all skills needed for this movement.
Special attention should be paid to the mallet indications used throughout
movement. Using clever combinations of the three mallet types. Smith brilliantly
orchestrates timbrally diverse and evocative melodies. Stuart Smith uses an "h" for
handle, a "b" for brass, and an "r" for rubber throughout the first movement. The
mallet choice changes rapidly, so the percussionist needs to always be aware of
wliich mallet he/she is to use in each passage.
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The mallets needed at the beginning of the piece are two brass mallets and
two mallet handles. The brass mallets are held on the outside (1 and 4) and the
handles comprise the inner two mallets (2 and 3). The two handles need to be
replaced with the rubber mallets during a one and half beat rest (fig. 11.7) in the first
seaion of movement. This transition needs to be quick and seamless, as the two
segments complete a single phrase. The mallets should be preset to the right of the
metal pipes. This switch needs to be praaiced so that there is no hesitation.

Fig. 11.7 ...AndPoints North (Mvt. I)
Cop\Tight C 1992 by Sonic An Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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The next phrase is an extended duet between the voice (singing falsetto) and
the five metal pipes to be played with brass mallets. In the dotted eighth note rest
preceding this passage, I rotate the mallets in my left hand so that the brass mallet
is on the inside (2) and the rubber is on the outside (1). With the brass mallets in
the 2 and 4 position, the passage is more comfortable to play (when playing the
vibraphone, the very same mallets are used). The hands are not strained and by
moving the rubber mallet to outside, the brass mallets will not be interfered with by
the unused rubber mallet.
On the third page of the score, there is no indication of which mallets are to
be used (see fig. 11.8). The texture of much of the page is a melody (stems up)
with an accompaniment played mostly on the aluminum washtub (stems down). It
seems logical to employ the louder brass mallets on the stems up and the rubber
mallets on the down-turned stems.
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Fig. 11.8 ...And Points North (JS/lw. I)
Copyright S 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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In the last system of page three is a short passage that is to be played with
the brass mallets and the mallet handles (see fig. II.9). Both phrases on either side
of this instance use the brass and rubber mallets. I leave the previous four mallets
in my hand and pick up the handles between my thumb and forefinger. The phrase
should be performed holding ail six mallets, with the handles being dropped at the
pause indicated by the comma.
b-pipes
? ¥ ) ' -•v«rytlng else

Fig. 11.9 ...Atid Points North (M.VX. I)
Copyright 0 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.

As was discussed above, the Elhythm Chart will greatly aid in deciphering
and learning the difficult rhythms found in ...AndPoints North. This is especially
true of the first two counterpuntal "trios" in the first section of movement I (see
fig. 11.7). The three layers of complex polyrhythms make this passage a unique
challenge.
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The percussion parts need to be learned first so that the lines fit together
rhythmically and physically, as both hands are playing shared instruments. Each
beat needs to be practiced separately fi"om the phrase until the rhythms are
understood. Once the individual beats are learned, they should be practiced as
written to establish a smooth and confident recreation of the part. The Rhythm
Chart can be used to aid in the learning process to learn each beat, or the entire
phrase can be programmed into a sequencer to serve as a aural check for ones
rhythmic accuracy.
Adding the vocal part may prove to be the most difficult task in learning
these passages. An effective method in integrating the sung vocal part with the
percussion parts is to program the vocal melody (using the Rhythm Chart) into a
sequencer. The pitches, rhythms, and note durations of the part should be entered
into the machine. If the percussion parts were already sequenced, the two tracks
could be played back in unison. This is a useful way to experience the music
aurally as a step toward performance. Next, the percussion track should be muted
and a click track should be added to the vocal track. The percussionist can play the
percussion parts along with the sequenced voice and click track. After several
repetitions, the performer should practice adding the vocal melody, singing in
unison with the sequencer. If all of these steps are followed and practiced

repeatedly, the machine could be turned off and perfect performances of these
phrases will be fumly imbedded in the percussionist's musical memory.
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Movement II

The performer should leave movement I unfulfilled, empty. The walk to
Movement II can be melancholic, fhistrated, or any similar emotion. Approaching
the trees, a new sense of wonder and child-like joy should overtake the performer as
he/she playfully begins playing the trees.
The mallets recommended for this movement are polybails on ranan shafts.
The mallets, carried over from Movement I, sound wonderful on the trees. When
playing the trees, search for as many timbres as can be elicited from the instrument.
Play on as many different parts of the tree and strike the tree with varied parts of
the mallets; the mallet head and different parts of the shaft. Do not make light of
this portion of the work. The instrument of the trees is as important as any other
instrument in the setup. The audience should be impressed with how well the
performer "plays the trees."
The Rock Music of the second movement should be less angular than the
music performed in the first movement. As the spirit leaves the city, so does the
performer leave the rigidity of caged time. This is not to imply that the rhythms
should not be executed correctly. The percussionist should play the music, not
worry about the music. The Log Song should be even more fluid and graceful than
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the Rock Music. The music played on the logs should sonically portray the
sensation of the performer slowly losing him/herself in the beauty of Nature.
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Fig. 11.10 ...AndPoints Morth (Mvt. II)
Copynght © 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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Movement HI

This movement begins with a series of rhythms played on the body or with
body parts (see fig. 11.11). Both of these gestures need to be executed loudly and
with energy. These exclamations shout to the audience that the performer has left
behind all trappings of modem human existence. On the stage, these "modem
trappings" are symbolized by the mallets used by the percussionist. The last
movement uses only the human touch and breath to produce sounds. The different
noteheads on the second phrase indicate a different sound, each with a different
relationship to the body. The empty hands should be raised and the performer
should stand erect and proud of his/her denouncement of civilization.

F|fig«r «A«p

Thigh tiap

Hand clapt
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frttZJ.
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Fig. 11.11 ...AndPoints North (Mvt. Ill)
Copyright © 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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In the English text there is a direction to "pronounce the word 'hopes' as if
it is a quantity, like gallons or pounds" (see fig. II.12). This is followed by a seed
pod rattle note. The exact inflection given to "hopes" should be left up to the
performer, but one needs to perform the seed pod note with that same inflection.
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•Pronounce "hopes" as if it Is a
quantity, like gallons or pounds.

Fig. 11.12 ...AndPoints North (Mvt. IIT)
Copyright 0 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.

In addition to the pronunciation guide printed in the score (see fig. 11.13),
the composition also comes with a tape recording of a Native American reciting the
text in his native language. I found some discrepancies in pronunciation between
the two sources. The most notable difference was with the word "Nmoskas." The
score described the word as sounding "Nmers-kars." To my ears, the recording
sounded like "Nmoszkaz." These phonetic divergences can be explained as a
difference in United States regional dialects. The performance notes to the score
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were written by Stuart Smith who grew up in Maine and who now lives in
Baltimore, Maryland. I, on the other hand, have never been to either state and have
a decidedly Midwestern accent. Smith, himself, admits a small diflference between
the tape and the score. Definitively, the spoken text should sound as close to the
tape recording as possible.

PASSAMAQ UODDY

PHONETIC: SYLLART.KD

NIL PEMUHSI
KIWACIPSAN
CIKTELAQIW

NIL BEM-OO-SEE
KEE-WAR-JEE-PSARN
JIG -TEAR -LAR -KWIW

NIL PEMUHSI
WOLI PAQAHSON
EQECI PSKASI

NIL BEM-OO-SEE
WOU BAR-KWAR-SERN
AIR-KWEAR-JEE PSKARS-EE

NIL PEMUHSI
NULAMUHUS
NMOSKAS

NIL BEM-OO-SEE
NO-LARM-OO-HOOZ
NMERS-KARS

Fig. 11.13 ...AndPoints North (Mvt.III) Pronounciation guide
Copyright © 1992 by Sonic Art Editions. Used by permission of Smith Publications.
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Beyond the phonetics, the Passamaquoddy text needs to be performed as
beautifully as possible with a sense of pride and the ancient dignity of the Native
American people. This close to the True Self, it is only the American Indians who
can appreciate and understand this journey to ...AndPoints North.
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chapter xii
summary

Stuart Saunders Smith's compositional style establishes him as a unique
voice in contemporary American music. Ks ability to fuse such varied musical and
nonmusical concepts into works of art is an accomplishment equaled by few of his
peers. Four of his most prominent stylistic influences are: his growing up in
Portland, Maine; his experiences as a drummer; the musical styles of Free Jazz; and
the genre of sound poetry. One or more of their musical effects can be seen in
virtually all of his works. All four influences can be detected in his mini-opera,
...And Points North. The cold expanse of Maine, the stylings of a modem drummer,
a glimmer of a Free Jazz jam session, and the beauty of sound poetry; all are seen in
this work for percussionist-narrator.
...AndPoints North presents many challenging and original problems to the
performer. The work requires the percussionist to construct instruments such as
five metal pipes, four pitched rocks, and five tuned logs.

Also an unfamiliar task,

is the assembling of leaves, two trees, seed pod rattles, and an aluminum washtub
into a cohesive collection of musical instruments. Combining all of these "found"
instruments with cymbals, woodblocks, and a gong, the percussionist is asked to
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musically interpret rhythmically, technically, and conceptually difficult passages in
a beautiful and graceful manner. Using the Rhythm Chart, the performer can learn
to understand and recreate the rhythms. The awkward lines can, with thoughtful
consideraticn, be executed effortlessly. Through intensive study of ihe score, the
aesthetic beauty which Smith is trying to create, can be attained.
Stuart Saunders Smith sees his works as a vehicle for change and personal
growth. This metamorphosis of the self is at the conceptual core of ...And Points
North as it depicts the human spirit discovering its true self in the Spirit of the
North.
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Conclusion/Future Considerations

This document has clearly shown that ...AndPoints North by Stuart
Saunders Smith presents unique performance and interpretive challenges to the
percussionist.
The musical realization of a mini opera for solo percussionist/narrator is an
obstacle few musicians have encountered. Today's student and professional
percussionist will undoubtedly be exposed to such new and unfamiliar pieces which
will challenge him/her to expand their musical and technical boundaries. This
document can facilitate this musical maturing of the next generation of
percussionists/musicians.
The intent of this paper is to aid the percussionist in his/her preparation of
...AndPoints North as well as to expose performers to Stuart Smith and his body of
work. Using concepts and techniques detailed in this paper, one will be able to
interpret successfully ...AndPoints North and works of a similar nature. Following
the guidelines for selecting the proper instruments and mallets needed for ...And
Points North, in addition to the exploration of stage setup, scenery, and musical
aesthetics, one will be prepared to confidently approach most multiple percussion
works in the repertoire today and in the years to come.
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